Abstract. Due to the increasing number of conferences, researchers need to spend more and more time browsing through the respective calls for papers (CFPs) to identify those conferences which might be of interest to them. In this paper we study several content-based techniques to filter CFPs retrieved from the web. To this end, we explore how to exploit the information available in a typical CFP: a short introductory text, topics in the scope of the conference, and the names of the people in the program committee. While the introductory text and the topics can be directly used to model the document (e.g. to derive a tf-idf weighted vector), the names of the members of the program committee can be used in several indirect ways. One strategy we pursue in particular is to take into account the papers that these people have recently written. Along similar lines, to find out the research interests of the users, and thus to decide which CFPs to select, we look at the abstracts of the papers that they have recently written. We compare and contrast a number of approaches based on the vector space model and on generative language models.
Introduction
Nowadays many conferences are organized, resulting in a high number of calls for papers (CFPs). This increasing number of CFPs, however, means for the researchers a substantial amount of time spent looking for potentially interesting conferences. The problem has been addressed in several ways, the most popular being the use of domain-specific mailing lists (e.g. DBWorld 5 ), or organizing CFPs per subject on dedicated websites (e.g. WikiCFP 6 , CFP List 7 , or PapersInvited 8 ). However, these solutions still require users to spend part of their time searching for CFPs, and the results do not always match their specific interests.
A number of recent techniques have been proposed for recommending scientific resources such as research papers, with the study and emergence of research paper recommenders [1, 5] , citation recommendation [9] , or applications to find experts in a specific research area [2] . However, to our knowledge, CFP recommendation remains unexplored.
Recommenders typically rely on collaborative filtering approaches [10] , contentbased methods [6] , or hybrid methods. It can be expected that a CFP recommender would be most effective when content-based methods are combined with other techniques. However, before such a recommender can be developed, we feel that a number of content-based aspects need to be understood better, including how the research interests of a user can be induced from his publication history and how these interests could be matched to CFPs. The aim of this paper is to explore which methods may be most suitable for this task. In particular, we consider the textual content of the CFP such as the introductory text or the list of topics, and we complement that information with the abstracts of the papers recently written by the members of the program committee who are named in the CFP. This latter idea has already been used to address the review assignment problem [4, 11] . Similarly, we use the abstracts of the papers that the users have previously written to discover their research interests.
The paper is structured as follows. First we discuss in more detail what types of information are at our disposal, and how this information can be used. Subsequently, in Section 3 we introduce different methods to effectively model and compare CFPs and user profiles. In Section 4 we present our experimental results. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize the conclusions of the paper.
Available information

User representation
To represent the research interests of users we exploit the papers they have written. Since research interests might change, only recent papers are considered. In our experiments we have considered papers written in the last five years as being recent, although more advanced methods could be envisaged to analyze how the research interests of a user are changing over time. Alternatively, in the case of users with few or no papers (e.g. a beginning researcher) users could specify those papers which represent their interests best. Since getting access to the full text of research papers is not always possible, we only use the papers' abstracts. We then consider, for each user, a document consisting of the concatenation of the abstracts of his papers. For the sake of clarity, we further refer to this document as d abs .
What we can also learn from an author's publication profile is which authors he frequently cites. This information can be valuable if we consider that authors are more likely to be interested in conferences whose program committee (PC) contains several people who are working in the same field and whose papers they sometimes cite. To take this into account, we will use a document consisting of the concatenation of the abstracts of the papers written by the authors usually cited by the user. In our experiments, we considered an author to be usually cited if at least 3 different papers written by him have been cited by the user in 3 different works. We refer to this document as d aut .
CFP representation
For this work we have used CFPs available from DBWorld. Although there is no standard format for writing CFPs, they usually include similar information: an introductory text about the conference, an indicative list of topics that are within the scope of the conference, and the names of the members of the program committee (or at least the organizers). They usually also include important dates and location, but we will disregard that information.
The introductory text usually consists of a short description about the conference which might contain terms that describe the scope of the conference and are therefore important. However, this description often also refers to past conferences, the proceedings, etc., which means that many terms are mentioned that are not representative of the topics of the conference. We try to compensate this by concatenating this text with the list of topics that are within the scope of the conference. We use the resulting document, which we further refer to as d txt , to model a CFP document.
The names of the members of the program committee are also potentially useful. An option to use them directly could be trying to match them to the names cited in the papers of the users, but the results of initial experiments along these lines were not positive. However, these names can be used indirectly too. In particular, for the experiments reported in this paper, we associate each CFP with a document d con , consisting of the concatenation of the abstracts of all papers that have been written in the last two years by its PC members.
Finally, if we want to consider both types of information simultaneously, we can concatenate d txt and d con ; we refer to this document as d tot .
Matching CFPs and users
In this section we review some methods to model and compare users and CFPs, based on the documents defined in the previous section.
Tf-idf
To measure the similarity between a CFP and a user profile we compare them in the vector space model: each profile is represented as a vector, with one component for every term (unigram) occurring in the collection. A CFP is encoded as a vector as follows. Stopwords 9 are first removed, no stemming is used. Then, the weight for each term w i in the CFP profile is calculated by using the tf-idf scoring technique [8] :
where C txt is the collection of CFPs made from the concatenation of introductory text and scope topics (i.e., of documents of the form d txt ).
As Since user and CFP profiles belong to different collections, we consider user profiles as queries, and therefore the process to convert a user profile into a vector is slightly different. As with CFP profiles, stopwords are removed and no stemming is used; however, only those terms that occur in the CFP collection are considered, and the rest are ignored. Then the weight of each term in the user profile is calculated by replacing d txt and C txt in Eq. (1) Two vectors d 1 and d 2 corresponding to different profiles can then be compared using a standard similarity measure; we use the cosine similarity, defined by
where d 1 · d 2 denotes the scalar product and . the Euclidean norm. In Section 4.2 we refer to the method that combines tf-idf with the cosine similarity measure as tfidf-txt, tfidf-con and tfidf-tot, depending on the information used.
Language modeling
A different approach is to estimate unigram language models [7] for each document, and determine their divergence. A user profile or CFP d is then assumed to be generated by a given model D. This model is estimated from the terms that occur in d and in the other CFPs from the considered collection. Using
Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, the probability that model D corresponding to a CFP generates term w is estimated as:
where C txt is the collection of CFP profiles as defined in Section 3.1, and the probabilities P (w|d) and P (w|C) are estimated using maximum likelihood, e.g. 
We further refer to these methods as lm-txt and lm-con. However, if we want to consider both kinds of information jointly (i.e. the information from the documents of the form d txt and that from the documents of the form d con ), language model interpolation is used:
with i λ i = 1 and where 
Feature selection
As mentioned in Section 2, the introductory texts of the CFPs often contain information about past editions of the conference or brief submission guidelines. This leads to the use of a number of relatively common terms, which are irrelevant for characterizing the scope of a conference. To eliminate such unwanted terms, we use the term strength method from [12] . This method is based on the idea that terms shared by closely related documents are more informative than others. The strength of a term w is thus computed by estimating the probability that a term w occurs in a document d 1 given that it occurs in a related document
If there is no information available regarding the relatedness of the documents, as in our case, the pairs of related documents (d i , d j ) must first be identified. To this end, we have simply used method tfidf-txt from Section 3.1, and the pairs with a similarity degree above a certain value v are considered as related. We calculate v iteratively using a threshold γ, which represents the average number of documents we want each document to be related to (i.e., the average number of pairs
First, a random value between 0 and 1 is set as initial value of v, and all documents are compared. If the average number of related documents per document is above γ (i.e., each document is related to too many documents), the value of v is raised, and the process is repeated until the average number of related documents is below γ. Since a too small number of related documents is not desirable either, a second threshold γ can be used to prevent that. In our case we set γ = 20, γ = 10 as satisfactory performance is achieved in that range [12] . After calculating strength(w) for every term w in the CFP collection, the N strongest terms are selected, ignoring the rest. For our experiments in Section 4 we have used N = 500 and C txt , since that combination performed well in early tests. The documents are then modelled as in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. When referring to particular methods in Section 4.2 below, we indicate when feature selection was used by adding the suffix -fs to the name of the method.
Related authors
To reflect users' interest for those conferences whose PC members they are familiar with we propose to calculate extra models exclusively based on papers and compare them. Specifically, we compare the CFP model based on the concatenation of the abstracts of the papers written by the PC members (d con ) with a user model based on the concatenation of the abstracts of the papers written by the researchers usually cited by that particular user (d aut ). Depending on the type of model, the CFP model based on d con is made according to method tfidf-con or lm-con. For the user model based on d aut we simply replace d con by d con aut in the definitions of those methods.
The method used to create and compare these extra models is always analogous to that used to calculate the original result, e.g. if the original result is obtained with method lm-txt, method lm-con is used to calculate these extra models, and they are then compared using the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
The idea is to use these models to complement the result obtained with the methods seen in the previous sections. In particular, once the models are created and compared, we simply combine the result with that of the original comparison by means of the weighted average. For example, to compare CFP cfp and user u with method tfidf-txt, the result was given by sim c (cfp txt , u txt ). However, if we take into account these extra models based on d con and d aut (in this case, cf p con and u aut ), the result is now given by:
where α + β = 1. Based on preliminary experiments, we use α = 0.8 and β = 0.2 for the experiments in Section 4.2. We indicate that these extra models are used by adding the suffix -nam to the name of the method.
Related authors & feature selection
Finally, both previously introduced variations can be combined: first, feature selection is applied, which also reduces the number of terms in the extra models based on the frequently cited authors, and then, as explained in the previous subsection, the models are compared separately, to finally combine the results. We indicate that this variation is used by adding the suffix -fn to the name of the method.
Experimental evaluation
Experimental set-up
To build a test collection and evaluate the proposed methods, we downloaded 1769 CFPs from DBWorld, which reduced to 1152 CFPs after removing duplicates. Additionally, those CFPs lacking an introductory text or an indicative list of topics were removed too, which further reduced the total number to 969 CFPs. Each of these CFPs has a text part (union of introductory text and topics) and a concatenation of the abstracts of the papers written by the PC members in the last 2 years 10 , where available. On the other hand, 13 researchers from a field which relates to the scope of DBWorld took part in our experiments as users. In order to profile them, we downloaded the abstracts of the papers they wrote in the last 5 years. The ground truth for our experiments is based on annotations made by these 13 users. In a first experiment, each user indicated, for a minimum of 100 CFPs, whether these were relevant or not (relevance degree of 1 or 0 respectively). Then, using each of the studied methods, the CFPs annotated by the users were ranked such that ideally the relevant CFPs appear at the top of the ranking.
In a second experiment, we considered only CFPs assessed as highly relevant by at least one of the methods. To this end, we selected for each user and each of the 24 studied methods the top-5 CFPs of the rankings obtained in the first experiment. This resulted in 120 CFPs, which reduced to an average of about 50 CFPs per user due to overlap between the top-5 CFPs returned by each method. Each of those CFPs was then rated by the user, who gave them a score between 0 ("totally irrelevant") and 4 ("totally relevant"). Again, using each of the studied methods, these CFPs were ranked such that ideally the most relevant CFPs appear at the top of the ranking.
To evaluate the rankings resulting from both experiments, for each user and each method we use normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [3] to measure the relevance of each CFP according to its position in the ranking. The idea of this measure is that the greater the ranked position of a relevant document, the less valuable it is for the user, as users tend to examine only those documents ranked high, except if those documents do not satisfy their information needs, in which case it is more likely that they still consider lower ranked documents. This is reflected by the discounted cumulative gain of the document ranked in position r:
The relevance rel i of the document ranked in position i is the relevance indicated by the user, i.e. 0 or 1 for the first experiment, and 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 for the second experiment.
Since the number of CFPs annotated by each user might be different, the length of the obtained rankings varies. In order to compare the DCG values we need to calculate the normalized DCG:
where iDCG r is the ideal DCG at position r: the DCG obtained at position r in the ideal case where all documents are perfectly ranked, from most to least relevant, according to the users' annotations.
For both experiments in Section 4.2 we work with the nDCG of the CFP ranked in the last position, i.e. nDCG r where r is the total number of CFPs in the ranking, as this value reflects the gains of all the CFPs throughout the whole ranking. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of the first and second experiment respectively. In particular, for each method we show the average nDCG r for the 13 users, where r is the number of CFPs in the ranking for each user as indicated in the previous section. For the sake of simplicity we have used some fixed values for the λ parameters of (5) in the methods based on language modeling. In particular, we use λ 1 = 0.9 and λ 2 = 0 for the lm-txt method (i.e. analogously to tfidf-txt, it only uses the information from the text parts of the CFPs); λ 1 = 0 and λ 2 = 0.9 for the lm-con method; and λ 1 = 0.4 and λ 2 = 0.4 for the lm-tot method.
Results
First we compare the different kinds of information that can be used: introductory text plus topics, concatenation of the abstracts of the papers recently written by the PC members, or the concatenation of both. Figures 1 and 2 show that using the abstracts alone (con) does not suffice to outperform the methods based on the textual content (txt ), while those based on the concatenation of abstracts and textual content (tot ) seem to perform comparably or slightly better than the txt methods, except for the language model based methods without feature selection. If we fix the method and the use of feature selection or abstracts written by frequently cited authors, we can see that the differences, although real, are not significant 11 enough, except for tfidf-con-nam, lm-con and lm-con-fs, which perform worse than tfidf-tot-nam, lm-tot and lm-tot-fs in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the differences among all language model cases are significant except for those between lm-txt-fs and lm-con-fs, lm-txt-fn/lmcon-fn, lm-txt /lm-tot, and lm-txt-fn/lm-tot-fn. On the contrary, the differences in the vector space model cases are not significant except for tfidf-tot /tfidf-con, and those between the methods involving nam.
To study the impact of feature selection (fs), the models based on frequently cited authors (nam) and the combination of both (fn), we fix the method and the type of information used. In general, the best results are obtained when feature selection is applied. It must be noted, however, that these differences are only significant in some cases: the con and tot cases of the language model based methods in Experiment 1, and the tot case of the language model based methods in Experiment 2. On the other hand, results obtained with the nam methods are worse than the original, with significant differences for the language model based methods in Experiment 2. As for fn, it usually improves the original results, but there is no significant evidence of this.
Finally, we compare the methods based on the vector space model with those based on language modeling. In Figures 1 and 2 we can observe that the former generally outperform the latter. Some methods based on language modeling (lm-txt-fs and lm-tot-fs in Experiment 1, joined by lm-txt, lm-tot, lm-txt-fn and lm-tot-fn in Experiment 2) perform comparably to those based on the vector space model, but although both vector space model and language model based approaches can achieve good results, the former appear to be much more robust against changes in the particular way in which CFPs are modelled. In a comparison where the information type and the use of feature selection is fixed (e.g. we compare tfidf-txt-fs and lm-txt-fs) methods based on the vector space model significantly outperform those based on language modeling in many cases. In Experiment 1 this is the case of txt-nam, txt-fn, the tot methods except tot-fs, and all con methods. On the other hand, in Experiment 2 differences are significant for txt-nam, tot-nam, and the con methods except con-fs.
Conclusion
We have proposed and compared several content-based methods to match users with CFPs. We have studied the impact of the different types of information available, the accuracy of the models that represent such information, and the effect of feature selection on these models. Also, using the users' names and the names of the CFP members we have accessed the papers recently written by them to profile the users and to complete available information about the CFP respectively. Information about authors frequently cited by the users is also used to reflect the importance given by the users to the CFPs of conferences with people in the PC working in the same field and whose work they usually cite.
The results indicate that methods based on the vector space model are generally more robust, and achieve the best performance on this task. Both for vector space models and language models, feature selection improved the results.
Finally, we have also seen that although the abstracts of the papers written by the PC members can be helpful when combined with other information, the resulting models are not sufficiently accurate to be used on their own.
As mentioned in the introduction, we remark that content-based approaches alone do not suffice to cover all the aspects of the task of matching users and CFPs, as the relevance of a conference depends also on information not contained in the text of the CFPs. Therefore, the studied content-based methods should be complemented with other techniques, which provides an interesting starting point for future work. Collaborative filtering would be of great help; in this case a given CFP could be matched to a user because another user with similar interests attended a previous edition of that conference. Alternatively, a user could get a notification about a CFP because that given conference covers similar topics as another conference he attended in the past. Also, trust-based methods could reflect additional information not covered by collaborative filtering: a user could then be notified about a conference because a researcher he trusts is in the program committee, or because he trusts the conference given its impact on his research field.
